Check Out Projectors, Portable Drives, and Other Equipment

Users can borrow a number of peripheral items for use with library computers. We also have media equipment available for checkout.

Equipment for Use Within the Library

The following items are available for use within the library:

- extension cords / surge protectors
- headphones
- Mini DisplayPort to VGA Adapters, allowing you to connect to an external VGA monitor or projector
- Mini DisplayPort to HDMI adapters and HDMI cables, allowing you to connect to an external HDMI monitor or projector
- network cables
- keyboards and mice
- dry erase boards
- remotes for the 50 inch plasma displays in rooms 2-282, 2-013, 1-411, 1-412 and 1-413.
- Mobile Monitor Carts (32" LCD monitors on rolling carts)
- Mobile Monitor Cart with Mac Mini (50" plasma monitor on rolling cart)
- wireless keyboard and wireless mouse for use with the Mac Mini and 50" MMC

Equipment for Use Within and Outside the Library

The following equipment is available for use both within and outside the library:

- 1 LCD projector
- Portable screens
- a Mobile Monitor Cart with a DVD/VCR combo

Media equipment is available for use in the conference rooms or can be reserved by faculty or students for use in Ward and connecting buildings. This equipment includes VCRs, LCDs, and projectors. You may reserve equipment by calling the Library at 503-8126.

All of these items are available at the circulation desk. Please call 503-8126 to reserve equipment or enquire about check out policies.